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	The Authoritative Guide to Building Service-Oriented Solutions with Microsoft .NET Technologies and the Windows Azure Cloud Computing Platform


	In SOA with .NET and Windows Azure, top Microsoft technology experts team up with Thomas Erl to explore service-oriented computing with Microsoft’s latest .NET service technologies and Windows Azure innovations.


	 


	The authors provide comprehensive documentation of on-premise and cloud-based modern service technology advancements within the Microsoft platform and further show how these technologies have increased the potential for applying and realizing service-orientation practices and goals.


	 


	Specifically, the book delves into Microsoft enterprise technologies, such as:

	
		
			Windows Communication Foundation (WCF)

	
	
		
			Windows Azure

	
	
		
			Windows Workflow Foundation (WF)

	
	
		
			Windows Azure AppFabric

	
	
		
			BizTalk Server

	
	
		
			Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF)

	



	...as well as industry service mediums, including WS-* and REST, and many related service industry standards and technologies.


	 


	The book steps through common SOA design patterns and service-orientation principles, along with numerous code-level examples that further detail various technology architectures and implementations.
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Digital SLR Cameras & Photography For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
Get the lowdown on megapixels, lenses, and filters      

Choose the right camera and accessories, get perfect shots, and edit like a pro       

Excited about that new digital SLR and eager to find inventive ways to put all its features to work? This book will help! It shows you (in rich, full color) exactly what you and your...
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Paleoclimatology, Third Edition: Reconstructing Climates of the QuaternaryAcademic Press, 2014

	Paleoclimatology: Reconstructing Climates of the Quaternary, Third Editionâ€•winner of a 2015 Textbook Excellence Award (Texty) from The Text and Academic Authors Associationâ€•provides a thorough overview of the methods of paleoclimatic reconstruction and of the historical changes in climate during the past three million...
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Ethereum for Architects and DevelopersApress, 2018

	
		
			
				Explore the Ethereum ecosystem step by step with extensive theory, labs, and live use cases. This book takes you through BlockChain concepts; decentralized applications; Ethereum’s architecture; Solidity smart contract programming with examples; and testing, debugging, and deploying smart contracts on...
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Learning ClojureScriptPackt Publishing, 2016

	Master the art of agile single page web application development with ClojureScript


	About This Book

	
		Set up interactive development workflows for the browser or Node.js thanks to the ClojureScript ecosystem
	
		Learn the basics of interactive single page web app development taking advantage of...
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Making Embedded Systems: Design Patterns for Great SoftwareO'Reilly, 2011

	Interested in developing embedded systems? Since they don't tolerate inefficiency, these systems require a disciplined approach to programming. This easy-to-read guide helps you cultivate a host of good development practices, based on classic software design patterns and new patterns unique to embedded programming. Learn how to build...
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IronPython in ActionManning Publications, 2009
In 2005, Microsoft quietly announced an initiative to bring dynamic languages to the .NET platform. The starting point for this project was a .NET implementation of Python, dubbed IronPython. After a couple years of incubation, IronPython is ready for real-world use. It blends the simplicity, elegance, and dynamism of Python with the power of the...
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